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FIM Europe CLUB Experience
Bad Kleinkirchheim - Austria
24th – 27th September 2021

After last year's postponement due to the COVID-19 pandemic, FIM Europe and AMF are
happy to announce that the FIM Europe Club Experience Austria 2021 will be held from 24
to 27 September in Bad Kleinkirchheim. You, your wife / husband and / or your friends
are invited to participate to this unforgettable riding experience.
You can find all relevant information and the application form here.

“Some years ago, Alessandro Sambuco and I have made a nice motor tour in the Italian
Region Abruzzo. - Said the FIM Europe President Martin de Graaff - After this nice tour
the idea came up to ask for the next tour some more friends to join us. Every year after
this, it became an official FIM Europe Club Experience for the friends coming from the
European Federations. After the start in Tuscany this Tour was organized in Sweden,
France, Greece, Croatia and this year will be in Austria. It is beautiful to notice how
friends from several Federations can enjoy this motor tour, normally you meet each other
around the meeting tables and on Congresses. It is a nice way to communicate with real
motor friends when you are touring on your motorbike or a rented motorbike, to drink
coffee, to have lunch together. In the evening we have dinner and use the bar and discuss,
most of the time, about motorsport or touring. I can recommend you to take part in this
wonderful experience”.
“I am happy to finally see the opportunity for meetings between colleagues start again
but I am even happier that this also happens for the meetings on the bike! – stated the
FIM Europe Secretary General Alessandro Sambuco - Last year we were forced to postpone
the event scheduled in Austria for the pandemic but this year the conditions are finally
right to see realised the attractive program developed in Carinthia by colleagues from
the AMF the Austrian Motorcycling Federation. Although we are optimistic about the
evolution of the vaccination plan to combat COVID-19, as a precaution, we have agreed
with the accommodation facilities that will host us the possibility of cancelling up to 15
days in advance. This will allow us to register with confidence by the scheduled date of
July 15, without risking losing the sums paid in the event due to a resumption of the
pandemic. I hope that the desire to ride our bike together again will bring a large number
of us on the fantastic routes selected by our Austrian friends”.

